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Abstract—We present an advanced traveler information system (ATIS) for public and private transportation, including vehicle sharing and pooling services. The ATIS uses an agent-based architecture and multi-objective optimization to answer trip planning requests from multiple users in a co-modal setting, considering vehicle preferences and conflicting criteria. At each set of users’ requests, the transportation network is represented by a co-modal graph that allows decomposing the trip planning problem into smaller tasks: the shortest routes between the network nodes are determined and then combined to obtain possible itineraries. Using multi-objective optimization, the set of user-vehicle-route combinations according to the users’ preferences is determined, ranking all possible route agents’ coalitions. The ATIS is tested for the real case study of the Lille metropolitan area (Nord Pas de Calais, France).
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Contribution

Shared transportation services are emerging concepts [5]. In multi-modal transportation users employ at least two different types of means of transport. Co-modality, instead, arises from the need to convey people on a single means of transport to reduce the impact on environment, costs, and accidents. Hence, co-modality refers to the optimal use of different transportation modes on their own or in combination, taking advantage of ride-sharing (the sharing of vehicles by passengers). Information and communication technologies may support the development of advanced tools for passengers allowing the effective integration of transportation modalities [11], [25]. As a result, the field of intelligent transportation systems and particularly of Advanced Traveler Information Systems (ATISs) is rapidly growing [44]. An ATIS may be defined as a system providing pre-trip and real time information on departures, routes, and modes of travel. However, the related literature in the field of passengers’ co-modal transportation services is scarce, showing a need for ATISs supporting sustainability-oriented decisions.

This paper aims at filling this gap by a multi-agent ATIS for passengers’ pre-trip planning considering co-modal itineraries with multiple preference criteria, taking into account public and private transportation, and including vehicle sharing and pooling. Users request itineraries to the ATIS, with given (eventually different) origin and destination pairs and arrival/departure time windows, specifying their preferences by an ordered sequence of criteria. The ATIS matches requests with information in transportation operators’ databases and chooses transportation means and routes. It provides the routes answering requests and optimizing travel time, travel cost, and gas emissions. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, no ATIS for trip planning exists in the literature for trip planning both with private and public transport in a co-modal and multi-objective framework, i.e., with multiple users and preferences. Moreover, with respect to the previous works by the authors, we remark here that the paper enhances and extends three previous contributions [12], [20], [21]. The ATIS architecture borrows the multi-agent systems paradigm from [20], improving the vehicle/operator/route/users association, which is here determined in a stand-alone way without using an external software as in [2] but rather representing, as in [21], the transportation network by a co-modal graph. With respect to [21], however, here two improvements are provided. First, we enhance the trip calculation defining route agents to represent the possible routes composing the itinerary solution path and employing an agent coalition mechanism to determine the best person-to-vehicle assignment for the concerned route using genetic optimization. Second, the user can express his preference among different transportation means and define a descending order of priority of multiple criteria (cost, time, and emissions in the case study). Finally, we remark that the paper is a deeply revised version of [12]. Here we detail the multi-agent architecture, only sketched in [12], by describing all the agents operations. Moreover, we enhance the case study presenting a totally new...
urban scenario together with an extra-urban scenario revisited from [12].

B. Related Works and Paper Positioning

Summaries of research contributions on passengers pre-trip route advisory systems are in [8]–[10], [44], and [45]. Numerous projects were devoted to systems that recommend travelers a combination of transportation means for door to door journeys [6], [13], [16]–[19], [23], [24], [29], [32], [37], [39], [44]. However, all these works neither consider shared public nor pooled private vehicles. Moreover, they solve the pre-trip planning for a single user, disregarding sustainability.

An interesting work is proposed by Zhang et al. [45] who present an ATIS for multimodal transport considering both private and public transportation, considering time, cost, effort and comfort attributes. However, the approach is devoted to single user trip planning, i.e., it does not take into account the co-modal approach. Moreover, private and public networks are modeled separately and integrated only as a last step, determining the trip by a centralized approach, leading to long computational times. Other works use artificial intelligence approaches to develop an ATIS capable of some adaptability. For instance, Park et al. [30] present an adaptive route choice system using a rule-based decision-tree approach to incorporate an adaptation process into a user’s route selection rule. However, this work does not take into account multi-modality. Further, Arentze [3] presents an ATIS for trip planning on multi-modal transport networks using Bayesian inference to adaptively learn the user’s preference. However, this approach is devoted to answering single users’ requests. More recently, several advanced public transportation information systems have been developed, determining the shortest itineraries in terms of travel time or cost through online web-based applications (see the review in [46]). However, in all the recalled ATISs the problem is solved by a classical centralized approach and without any co-modality objective. In fact, the discussed works typically consider only a user request at a time. On the contrary, in our approach the ATIS optimizes itineraries considering all requests at the same time, taking into account the co-modal context, so that the ATIS is intrinsically devoted to enhancing sustainable mobility. Further, thanks to the multi-agent systems framework, we are able to consider each mode of transportation and each provider of the transportation network in a distributed way, solving the problem locally and combining solutions into an optimal set of global solutions, so that we deeply reduce the computational complexity.

In the context of multi-agent approaches [7] for pre-trip planning, in [33] a personal intelligent traveler assistant for train passengers is developed. Using agents to communicate via PDAs and a wireless network, the ATIS provides the user with a personalized route advice taking into account his preferences. In addition, Yin and Griss [42] present an agent-based multi-modal traveler information system that fuses information from multiple sources on routes, congestion, incidents, weather, alternative transit modes and schedules, resulting in a user-friendly personalized assistant to a single traveler. However, both [33] and [42] present ATISs for single users. Further, in [35] a multi-agent system is presented addressing a set of requests in a temporal window by a vehicle routing with a time window approach. A tree is built, with the pieces of the overall path, and the solution is found through a research into this tree. However, the resulting complexity of the algorithm in [35] is exponential with the number of leaves of the tree. Further, in [47] a multi-agent route planner performs a local optimization by each agent with respect to different criteria: traffic load, road safety, road type, and weather condition. After the local optimization, a global graph is built and an agent determines the travelling time. Differently from [35] and [47], in our multi-agent ATIS each agent determines a piece of the global solution, so that with the agents’ coalition, an overall solution may be found with a reduced complexity with respect to the centralized case. Moreover, Adler et al. [2] propose a multi-agent approach for cooperative traffic management that employs negotiation to solve the pre-trip route assignment in a multi-objective framework, but the system does not take into account sustainability that is essential in a co-modal framework.

Summing up, the cited studies on ATISs typically refer to public transportation services, neither taking into account vehicle sharing services nor vehicle pooling ones. Moreover, previous works typically consider only user, only one transportation service and use centralized information. On the contrary, the ATIS here presented is able to consider any type of public/private transportation services and operators, including vehicle sharing/pooling services and operators.

II. THE CO-MODAL TRIP PLANNING PROBLEM

A. The Problem Presentation

The scope of the proposed ATIS is to satisfy users’ requests for itineraries by answering trip requests respecting preferences. To this aim, the ATIS employs the notion of co-modality: combining all possible means of public transport with private transportation services, i.e., using different modes on their own or in combination to reach an effective and sustainable utilization of resources. To improve sustainability, the ATIS considers for each transportation service multiple operators that may offer the same service.

We assume that multiple users formulate simultaneously (or in a short time window) a set of requests. Hence, the ATIS determines feasible decompositions of each itinerary or route, i.e., subroutes, by recognizing similarities in order to associate different users to the same vehicle and transportation service (so as to satisfy the co-modality requirements). For a given route or subroute, several transportation possibilities may exist with different vehicles, which may all be available for that route through the same time window. The problem is thus to choose the most effective route combination for a given user, taking into account his constraints and preferences in terms of preferred means of transport and conflicting criteria, while considering the co-modality requirements. We adopt an aggregative approach to obtain the most effective solution by a compromise between criteria (transport time, total cost, and total gas emissions). By means of a weighted sum function, the
aggregation method reduces the number of conflicting criteria by judiciously choosing the weights combining them into a single optimization criterion so that two conflicting criteria cannot be improved or deteriorated at the same time.

We remark that in co-modal transport systems the optimization criteria are typically multiple and conflicting. They depend on the physical situation (geolocalization of transport means), on the topological configuration of the transportation network, as well as on technical capabilities, institutional capacities, financing support, and political decisions. In addition, passenger preferences usually imply a conflicting situation in order to reach low cost, high quality services, rapid itineraries, comfort, safety and security. Here we choose three classical criteria that are clearly conflicting: travel time, travel cost, and gas emissions. For example, in the carpooling mode, the driver can make a detour to pick up new passengers. This detour increases the transport time and decreases the transport cost. In fact, the total cost of the itinerary is cheaper for each passenger because the total costs involved are shared. Exactly because of the complicated nature of the problem, and due to the presence of conflicting criteria, we propose a multi-criteria decision making ATIS.

B. The Mathematical Formulation

The co-modal transportation problem is complex because each transport service has several operators and each transport operator may offer several means of transport, knowing that the same means of transport may be offered by several different operators. Hence, at the time of the users’ requests, our problem may be defined as follows. The ATIS inputs are:

- a set of \( n \) available transportation services \( TS = \{TS_1, \ldots, TS_n\} \) (e.g., public transport, public vehicle sharing, private vehicle pooling, etc.);
- a number \( a_i \) of transportation operators \( TO_{i1}, \ldots, TO_{ij}, \ldots, TO_{i\ell_i} \) for each \( i \)-th service with \( i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \);
- a number \( q_{ij} \) of available transportation means \( TM_{ij1}, \ldots, TM_{ij2}, \ldots, TM_{ijq_{ij}} \in TM \) for each \( j \)-th operator of the \( i \)-th service, where \( TM \) is the set of all transportation means (bus, train, subway, car, etc.);
- a set \( C = \{c_1, \ldots, c_y, \ldots, c_z\} \) of \( c \) criteria according to which the optimal and co-modal trip planning is to be determined;
- a set \( I = \{i_1, \ldots, i_k, \ldots, i_k\} \) of \( K \) itinerary requests each represented by a five-tuple \( i_k = (d_k, a_k, W_k, V_k, C_k) \in I \) corresponding to the \( k \)-th user with \( k = 1, \ldots, K \), from a departure point \( d_k \) to an arrival point \( a_k \) and through a time window \( W_k = (t_{dk}, t_{ak}) \) (where \( t_{dk} \) and \( t_{ak} \) is the minimum (maximum) allowed departure (arrival) time by the user from \( d_k \) to \( a_k \), with \( V_k \in TM \) the list of transportation means allowed by the user and \( C_k \) the ordered list of the \( c \) criteria in a descending order of importance for the user.

Given these inputs, the ATIS has to determine in a short time (i.e., before the next set of requests), the outputs:

- the set \( S = \{S_1, \ldots, S_k, \ldots, S_K\} \) of route solutions where the generic itinerary is such that \( S_k \in RC_k \) with \( RC_k \) the set of all the possible \( P_k = \text{Card}(RC_k) \) routes that may answer the \( k \)-th user’s request \( i_k \); Figure 1 shows an example of a set of route solutions \( RC_k \) for a request \( i_k \). Each solution is represented by a different color. As a result, for this example there are four possible itineraries generated by the ATIS for user \( k \), i.e., \( P_k = \text{Card}(RC_k) = 4 \);
- for each request \( k = 1, \ldots, K \) the set \( RC_k = \{RC_{k,p}, p \in \{1, \ldots, P_k\}\} RC_k = \{RC_{k,p}, p \in \{1, \ldots, P_k\}\} \) of all the \( P_k = \text{Card}(RC_k) \) possible route combinations \( RC_{k,p} \) that can serve the request \( i_k \) by combining a succession of subroutes into complete routes from the origin \( d_k \) to destination \( a_k \), where \( RC_{k,p} \) is defined as a succession of subroutes \( R_g \) with \( g \in \{1, \ldots, X\} \), with \( X \) the total number of all possible subroutes concerned by all users’ requests at the considered time and \( T_k \) the number of different subroutes, i.e., of different transportation means, that can serve in total the \( k \)-th user. Figure 2 shows an example with \( X = 3 \) subroutes for \( K = 3 \) requests with \( T_1 = 3 \), \( T_2 = 2 \), \( T_3 = 1 \). Moreover, Fig. 3 presents an example of route combinations for a request \( i_k \), where it holds: \( X = 9 \), \( P_k = 4 \), and the 4 alternative route combinations each employ respectively 2, 4, 2 subroutes of the 9 available ones;
- the set \( \Lambda = \{(u_1, V_1), \ldots, (u_g, V_g), \ldots, (u_G, V_G)\} \) of ordered couples containing all lists \( u_g \) of requests sharing the departure point \( d_g \) and arrival point \( a_g \) allowing the same transportation operator, with the corresponding list \( V_g \) of vehicles in \( TM \) that can provide the trip from \( d_g \) to \( a_g \);
- all the subroutes \( R_g \) with \( g \in \{1, \ldots, X\} \), defined as a five-tuple \( R_g = (d_g, a_g, W_g, V_g, C_g) \) where \( d_g \) and \( a_g \) are the departure and arrival nodes, \( W_g = (t_{dg}, t_{ag}) \) is the couple of the departure and arrival times, and \( (u_g, V_g) \in \Lambda \) is the couple of the list of users that can use that route and the list of vehicles types in \( TM \) that can provide the trip;
- for each subroute \( R_g \) with \( g \in \{1, \ldots, X\} \), the vehicle \( V_{h, R_g} \) serving it;
- a matrix \( W = \{w_{k,y}\} \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times c} \) (with \( \mathbb{R} \) the real numbers set) collecting weights \( w_{k,y} \) associated with the \( y \)-th

\( \text{Fig. 1. Example of set of route solutions } RC_k \text{ for request } i_k. \)

\( \text{Fig. 2. Example of a set of users’ requests sharing the same subroutes.} \)
inputs by minimizing the fitness function defined as follows:

\[
\text{fitness}_k = \sum_{\gamma=1}^{c} w_{k\gamma} \max_g (C_{\gamma,k,Vh,Rg})
\]

for each request with \( k = 1, \ldots, K \) of the \( k \)-th solution \( S_k \) - where \( C_{\gamma,k,Vh,Rg} \) is the \( \gamma \)-th performance index for subroute \( R_g \) of the \( k \)-th solution with vehicle \( V_{h,R_g} \). These are formulated as follows.

C. The Proposed Co-Modal Transport Criteria

As mentioned earlier, in our specific problem, and with no loss of generality, we define \( c = 3 \) criteria that are the same for each \( k \)-th user (with different priorities): cost, time, and gas emissions. These are formulated as follows.

1) Transport cost for a subroute \( R_g \). The cost of a subroute depends on the vehicle selected to serve it. In the case of public transport, the cost of trips is fixed and known in advance by the transport operator. In the case of carpooling and carsharing, the cost of a trip depends on the traveled distance. So, for the \( h \)-th vehicle which has to serve the subroute \( R_g \) (denoted by \( V_{h,R_g} \)) we have:

\[
C_{1,k,Vh,R_g} = C_{1,Vh,R_g} = C_{km} \cdot f (V_{h,R_g}, D(d_g, a_g))
\]

where it holds

\[
f (V_{h,R_g}, D(d_g, a_g)) = \begin{cases} D(d_g, a_g) & \text{for carsharing/pooling} \\ 1 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}
\]

\( C_{km} \) is the unitary route cost (fixed for all public vehicles except for carpooling and carsharing where it equals that of a 1 km route) and \( D(d_g, a_g) \) the distance between the starting point and ending point of the road in Km, defined by their geographic coordinates (longitude and latitude).

2) Transport time for a subroute \( R_g \). The transport time depends on the vehicle as follows. The travel time from the start point \( d_g \) to the end point \( a_g \) of the route \( R_g \) is denoted by \( T(d_g, a_g) \) with:

\[
C_{2,k,Vh,R_g} = C_{2,Vh,R_g} = T(d_g, a_g) = \frac{D(d_g, a_g)}{V_{m}(V_{h,R_g})}
\]

where \( V_{m}(V_{h,R_g}) \) is the average speed of vehicle \( V_{h,R_g} \) travelling along subroute \( R_g \).

3) Transport gas emissions for a subroute \( R_g \). The calculation of the gas emission rate mainly depends on the traveled distance. We formulate this criterion as follows:

\[
C_{3,k,Vh,R_g} = C_{3Vh,R_g} = D(d_g, a_g) \cdot F_r (V_{h,R_g})
\]

with \( F_r (V_{h,R_g}) \) the vehicle emission factor per Km.

III. THE ATIS AGENT-BASED ARCHITECTURE

A. The Proposed ATIS Workflow

The workflow of the ATIS operations is shown in Fig. 4. The ATIS receives the requests by \( K \) users. Hence, a domain search (explained in section IV and extended from [21]) is performed to identify the transportation means available for the requests and the co-modal graph representing the transportation network is built. Then, from the co-modal graph, a transfer graph is built, composed of a set of uni-modal networks called components, connected by arcs that model the change of transportation services. The transfer graph is solved by computing the intra-component paths, i.e., all the shortest paths (in terms of travel time) among particular points [43]. We remark that, in a transportation network, position points are represented by a number of nodes related by a set of vertices. In our work, a shortest path involves the minimum number of vertices between points. To find the shortest path between these points, the weight or length of a path is calculated as the sum of the weights of the edges in the path. So, a path is a shortest path if there is no path from the two points with lower weight. The shortest path is considered as a small size optimization problem, so we can use directly an exact method.
such as Dijkstra’s algorithm to optimize locally criteria as the travel time, total travel cost, etc.

Here, for each obtained shortest path, a subroute is created: the combination of such routes is obtained; hence, the best solution for each request is calculated ranking such coalitions by a suitable performance index. More precisely, a genetic algorithm [28] is employed to select for each subroute in the paths the optimal configuration of user/transportation means association: this depends on the users’ priority criteria, so that a multi-objective optimization is performed. After the genetic optimization, the best combination of subroutes provides the ATIS response to the users. Each flowchart step can involve one or several agents, presented in the sequel.

B. The ATIS Multi-Agent Architecture

The paradigm used to implement the ATIS is that of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) [34]. An agent is a system perceiving the environment by sensors and impacting it by actuators. A MAS is a system made by several agents interacting with each other. In MASs, two main categories of interactions among agents exist: cooperation and negotiation. Negotiation occurs in case of conflictual goals (antagonist agents). Cooperation is a form of interaction between autonomous and rational entities, called agents, to jointly solve tasks or maximize utility. This notion is one of the key concepts differentiating MASs from other related disciplines such as distributed computing, object-oriented systems, and expert systems. Further, each agent is composed of states, different types of knowledge (environmental, social and personal), messages, behavior rules (i.e., a list of tasks) and a perception function. Thanks to the Behavior rule, the agent can change state according to current states, knowledge and received messages in order to reach the collective goal. A set of rules and behaviors can define a role. An agent can have different roles, but it can run just one at time. From a role to another, the agent changes its capabilities and behaviors. Each agent knows only its information. To exchange the information and achieve a desired goal, agents can send and receive messages labeled MESSAGE between each other.

The ATIS architecture is described by Fig. 5, including: Interface Agents (IA) receiving users’ requests; a Super Agent (SA) building and solving the co-modal graph and creating the Route Agents (RA); Transport Service Agents (TSA) searching for transportation means suitable for the requests; Transport Information Agents (TIA) communicating with the transportation operators database; RAs building subroute coalitions; an Optimizer Agent (OA) calculating the best solution for each user request. Accordingly, the workflow in Fig. 4 reports the agents in the different operations.

We now detail the MAS implementation of the ATIS. A TSA $T_{Si}$ with $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ TSA$_i$, $1 \leq i \leq K$ is associated to each transport service and a TIA $T_{ij}$ with $i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ and $j \in \{o_1, \ldots, o_n\}$ is associated to each transport operator. Generally, a TSA is responsible for a set of TIAS. Each TIA is able to respond to an itinerary request $i_k$ with $k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$ by proposing some routes of the transportation network that can satisfy the user requests. For each request, an IA $IA_k$ with $k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$ interacts with the $k$-th user to take into account its preferences and constraints and sends a message to the SA. This message corresponds to request $i_k$ of the sequence diagram in Fig. 6, showing the exchange of messages and main operations of the ATIS agents. As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the SA plays several roles. First, it communicates with the agents describing the transportation services and operators; the goals of these communications are finding a suitable transportation means for the request and constructing the co-modal graph. To achieve this goal, the SA sends the message $\textit{DOMAIN_REQUEST}$ to the TSAs that each run the Domain Search Selection Algorithm (DSSA, detailed in section IV) and answers with a message $\textit{DOMAIN_ANSWER}$ (Fig. 6): these communications provide the SA with the information about the transportation means available for the set of requests. Second, the SA communicates with the TIAs by the messages $\textit{IDENTIFICATION_REQUEST}$ and $\textit{IDENTIFICATION_ANSWER}$ (Fig. 6) in order to collect the information about the sub-networks of transportation means available for the requests. Then, with this information the SA creates and solves the co-modal graph (block DSRA or Distributed
Shortest Route Algorithm in Fig. 6), as described in the next section. Third, the SA generates a set of RAs (creation RA in Fig. 6). Each RA represents a generated chromosome scheme for an identified subroute $R_e$ in order to assign concerned users to possible vehicles (see the subsequent section). As soon as each RA assigns persons to vehicles, updating the number of passengers in private pooling vehicles and the number of available vehicles of public sharing services, it computes all values criteria of each vehicle for each assignment. A multi-agent coalition [14], [41] is then created regrouping all RAs corresponding to a possible route combination for a given itinerary. Therefore, we have as many coalitions as combinations knowing that an RA can belong to many different coalitions according to combinations overlapping. Coalitions appear and disappear dynamically according to requests. Then, the generated data is transferred by the coalition message of Fig. 6 to the OA who decides the best combinations thanks to its interaction with the autonomous RAs. The OA computes the best route combination for each itinerary demand according to the users’ criteria and constraints by ranking solutions with a suitable performance index and sends it to the corresponding IA.

C. Description of the ATIS’s Agents

As specified earlier, the IA is the agent that communicates with users to read their requests, i.e., the five-tuples described in section 2. Unlike our previous work [21], through the ATIS interface it is possible to choose also the preferences of the criteria: the weight of each criterion for the optimization phase is assigned according to this choice. This agent has a simple behavior: it receives the requests and it sends them to the SA.

The SA is the ATIS core and the most complex agent, having three roles (Fig. 7). The first role is to define the domain search by communicating with the TSAs that in turn each communicate with their TIAs. The SA sends a message to the TSAs, with the departure and arrival points of the requests that it received by the IAs.

Each TSA executes the Domain Search Selection Algorithm (DSSA, detailed in section IV) and it answers to the SA with a list of possible transportation means that can be involved in the itineraries.

To this aim, each TSA sends a message to the TIAs that in turn answer with some graphs describing a piece of the transportation network concerning some means of transport. After receiving the DSSA results, in its second role the SA builds from the received graphs the co-modal graph to represent the transportation network. Hence, in its third role is to determine the subroutes to be composed into the final itinerary by generating multiple RA.

The TSA is the agent that represents a type of transportation service: it manages a pool of TIAs to provide to the SA the list of transportation means to respond to the requests. This agent receives the request from the SA with the departure and arrival points and by running the DSSA, it identifies the set of transportation means to be involved to provide the possible available subroutes and satisfy the user request.

Each TIA represents one transport operator: so each agent is responsible for its network operators. It receives the requests by the SA; these requests, for each concerned TIA, include the names of involved means of transport and departure and arrival times. The TIA accesses its database, recovers the points of the network and admissible departure times for each point, and provides the SA with a graph. For each edge of this graph there is a list of departure and arrival times, including all times in the given time window. Each TIA sends its graph to the SA, which composes these sub-graphs into the complete transportation network graph. Since the optimization of the graph concerns a criterion optimization, i.e., searching for the best path in terms of time, the edges weights are given by the travelling time between two points.

Using the results of the DSSA instances by the TSAs it has communicated with, the SA represents the transportation network by a directed graph called co-modal graph (defined in the subsequent section) that describes the given transportation network. Starting from the co-modal graph, a transfer graph (defined in the subsequent section) is obtained to represent the distributed nature of the transportation network, separating this into different uni-modal networks where one type of transportation service is available (e.g., public transport, private vehicle pooling, public vehicle sharing). Hence, the DSRA is executed by the SA for each determined uni-service network and the results are employed to build a Shortest Path Transfer Graph (SPTG, defined in the subsequent section).

Using the SPTG, the SA in its third role (Fig. 7) generates the multiple RAs for further combinations or coalitions in order to determine the final itinerary solution. The RA represents a subroute, identified by the departure and arrival points. More precisely, after the application of the DSRA, the SA represents each subroute in the paths by a RA that is a matrix where rows correspond to users and columns are the different vehicles serving the subroute.
D. The User/Vehicle Assignment by Genetic Optimization

The final user/vehicle assignment is made by a Genetic Algorithm (GA). GAs are parallel stochastic search methods to solve problems, imitating Darwinian evolution laws [28], based on a simple iterative scheme. The reason for this choice is the diversity and the efficiency of population-based techniques: a GA initializes and progressively let evolve a population of solutions of the problem appropriately encoded in a pre-selected alphabet. The fitness of each individual (solution) in the population is then computed. The fitness value rules the iterative search schema, which is performed in two subsequent phases: selection and recombination. After these, a new population (offspring) is ready for fitness evaluation. By iteration of this search schema, the GA converges toward better solutions in a wide class of hard numerical optimization problems.

The key feature of a GA is coupling the global optimization done by the genetic operators and the local search that enhances the explored solutions. The population of chromosomes evolves throughout a series of controlled crossovers and mutations operators. In particular, the GA uses the classical roulette wheel selection and standard crossover and mutation operators, applied with probabilities $p_{cross} = 0.5$ and $p_{mut} = 0.002$ respectively. These generate feasible offsprings thanks to a correction process that allows avoiding the assignment of multiple transportation means for the same subroute and the same user. For more details on the GA and such a correction process, the reader is referenced to [20].

Each chromosome of the population can represent one or multiple solutions depending on the used encoding. A direct encoding means that the solution is directly represented by the chromosome and that no decoding procedure is needed. An indirect encoding means that a decoding procedure is needed to retrieve the solution from the chromosome. We use a direct coding chromosome, which gives us a complete solution to be directly exploited by the manager of the co-modal transport network. Therefore, the decoding process is not necessary in our approach, which reduces the computation time.

Hence, in our case, the ATIS GA result is a feasible and effective user/vehicle assignment that minimizes the objective function (see the example in Fig. 8). The chromosome is a matrix $CH$ where rows correspond to users and columns to identified vehicles $V_h$. Through the time window $W_g$ available through the time window $W_g$ to serve the same subroute $R_g | \{d_g,a_g,|W_g\}$. Hence, each element of the matrix is an assignment of the user $k$ to the vehicle $h$ as follows:

$$CH(k,h) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if user } k \text{ is assigned to vehicle } h \\ * & \text{if user } k \text{ can be assigned to vehicle } h \\ x & \text{if user } k \text{ cannot be assigned to vehicle } h. \end{cases}$$

Fig. 8. Example of a chromosome solution.

Given the $CH$ matrix of the RA, the GA checks for each row whether there is one and only one assignment user-means of transport (i.e., one 1 element): if this condition is not verified, it performs selection and recombination operations on matrix $CH$ to retrieve a correct configuration. After the departure and arrival times’ choice, the best solution is calculated for each request. The fitness for each solution for the $k$-th user is defined by equation (1) in section II.

Afterwards, coalitions take place (see the subsequent section). In general, there are a few RAs, with the departure flag active, that start the coalition. They send a coalition request to all the RAs linked with them; the agent that accepts the request sends a request to all its neighboring agents. The construction of coalitions finishes after a predefined time. While the ATIS continues to identify the best route combinations thanks to the GA and the RAs coalition, the SA keeps in mind all these routes. We plan in future research to allow the RAs coalition consult the SA and its knowledge, since it could optimize the number of messages and negotiation between the different RAs. In this paper, we do not detail the RAs coalition and the negotiation protocol but we focus on the distributed co-modal approach used in order to compute the shortest paths in the co-modal graph.

After the coalitions’ construction, the agents with arrival flag active send the coalitions to the OA. The OA is the last agent of the ATIS architecture and it is devoted to the calculation of the best solution for each request. The calculation of the best solution is referred to a single user: the value of a solution is performed only on the row of the chromosomes related to that user. For each route and for each user, the OA evaluates fitness, choosing the best route combination and sending the answer to the user.

IV. THE DISTRIBUTED CO-MODAL OPTIMIZATION APPROACH

Determining the solution to requests involves three steps. The first step is the identification of the research area or domain search. It is devoted to determining the set of available transport operators, whatever their service, and providing all data and possible routes that can build global solutions. The second step is to look for different subroutes which may constitute the final solutions.

We start with a single-criterion optimization in terms of time, by running a distributed Dijkstra algorithm applied to a transfer graph. The transfer graph is a specific graph composed of a set of components connected with a set of virtual arcs. Each component represents a transport service. In the transfer graph, we distinguish between two path types: inter-components and intra-components [21]. An inter-component path is any path connecting two vertices, where at least two edges belong to two distinct components. On the contrary, an intra-component path connects two vertices whose edges belong only to a single component. Figure 9 gives an example of a 3-component transfer graph: carpooling, public transport and free use vehicle. Thus we get the shortest paths in each component, enabling us to generate a set of RAs.

The third step applies a genetic approach to each RA to determine the best routes for each request in terms of the
operators and the set of edges.

Following this approach, communication between RAs through the coalition to compose the co-modal routes optimized. EA agent calculates finally the best combination of routes for each request and forwards it to the user.

A. The Domain Search

The domain search is performed by a TSA to select the means of transport: to search for these, it is necessary to know the departure and arrival points for each user’s submission. To achieve this goal, we use a directed graph called Adjacency Graph $G_A = (N_A, E_A) G(N, E)$, where the set of nodes $N_A$ represents the set of the transportation means of the TSA operators and the set of edges $E_A$ connects all couples of nodes, representing the fact that two vehicles share (do not share) a vehicle stop, where it is possible (not possible) to change vehicle by an arc weight that is equal to 1 (0) when that link exists. The domain search is executed by the DSSA on the adjacency graph: the inputs of the algorithm are the departure and arrival points and the adjacency graph. The outputs are a certain number of paths: this number can be changed.

The goal is to search for the paths with minimal weight linking departure and arrival points. Therefore, the algorithm includes an identification procedure: transportation means that include departure and arrival points are searched for. The nodes of the graph referred to vehicles that include departure points are classified as departure nodes, while the nodes referred to vehicle that include arrival points are classified as arrival nodes. After this identification part, the algorithm is executed. The calculation of paths is performed by the well-known Dijkstra Algorithm: after a computation, the weight of arcs included in the minimal paths increases of 1. The Dijkstra Algorithm works iteratively but the new computation is calculated on the new adjacency graph (with the increased weights). The algorithm stops when the number of paths is reached or after a certain number of iterations without any new solution. In [22], the algorithm for the domain search is applied to the TIA domain instead of the transportation means domain: the output of the algorithm is a list composed by the names of the TIA. With this list we have to communicate with all transportation means of the involved TIA. However, if the algorithm is applied to the transportation means domain, as we do in this work, the resulting list allows communicating directly with the involved means of transport.

For the sake of brevity, we avoid reporting the complete DSSA algorithm, which may be found in full detail in [22].

B. The Co-Modal Graph and the Transfer Graph

The SA represents the transportation network by a directed graph $G_C = (N, E, TS)$ that describes the given transportation network, where $N = \{n_1, \ldots, n_j, \ldots, n_1\}$ is a set of vertices that are $J$ in number, $E = \{e_1, \ldots, e_l, \ldots, e_k\}$ is a set of edges that are $L$ in number, and $TS = \{TS_1, \ldots, TS_i, \ldots, TS_n\}$ is the set of transportation services (e.g. public transport, vehicle sharing and private vehicles), with $n$ their total number [21].

An edge $e_i \in E$ is defined by $((n_p, n_q), TS_i)$ where $n_p, n_q \in N$ and $TS_i \in TS$. Hence, edge $e_i$ expresses the fact that it is possible to move from vertex $n_p$ to $n_q$ by using the transportation service $TS_i$. A weight $De_i$ is associated to each edge $e_i \in E$, indicating the cost of including the edge in the solution. The transportation network directed graph is called a co-modal graph if and only if it includes at least two transport services, i.e., $n > 1$ and $\exists TS_i, TS_j \in TS$ where $((n_p, n_q), TS_i), ((n'_p, n'_q), TS_j) \in E$ and $TS_i \neq TS_j$. On the contrary, if there is just one transportation service, then the graph is said to be uni-service.

Given a co-modal graph $G_C = (N, E, TS)$, a route combination $RC_{n_h n_i} = (n_h \rightarrow n_i) = (e_h, e_2, \ldots, e_l)$ is a sequence of edges or subroutes between a pair of vertices $n_h$ and $n_i$.

A path $RC_{n_h n_i}$ is said co-modal if it includes two edges $e_p, e_q \in RC_{n_h n_i}$ with $e_p = ((n_p, n_q), TS_i), e_q = ((n'_p, n'_q), TS_j), TS_i \neq TS_j$. Instead, if only one service is involved, the path is said to be uni-service. Figure 10 shows a co-modal graph and its transportation services (train, bus, bike sharing, car sharing, private carpooling). In [4], an approach based on the transfer graph is proposed for a time-dependent multimodal transport problem. Here, we extend the work in [4], proposing a transfer graph in which the weight of the arcs is not time-dependent, but the graph itself can change according to time.

In particular, we start from a co-modal graph that includes $n$ transportation services: hence, we can decompose the graph into one transfer graph including $n$ uni-service networks connected by arcs modeling the change of transportation services.

Accordingly, the transfer graph is defined as $G_T = (CC, TR)$ where $CC = (CC_1, \ldots, CC_i, \ldots, CC_p)$ is the set of uni-service networks called components and $TR$ is the set of virtual edges which interconnect them. In particular, each component $CC_i = (N_i, E_i, TS_i, PTC_i)$ is such that $\forall i, j \in \{1, \ldots, r\}$ it holds $TS_i \neq TS_j$. Besides, it holds $N = \{N_i|i \in \{1, \ldots, r\}\}, E = \{E_i|i \in \{1, \ldots, r\}\}, TS = \{TS_i|i \in \{1, \ldots, r\}\},$ and $TR = \{(n_i, n_j)|n_i \in CC_i, n_j \in CC_j, i \neq j, n_i = n_j\}$ where $(n_i, n_j)$ represents a change of transport service from $TS_i$ to $TS_j$ at the co-modal transfer point $n_i$ (or equally $n_j$). In particular, $n_i \in PTC_i, n_j \in PTC_j$ with $i, j \in \{1, \ldots, r\}$ are called co-modal transfer points and are symbolized by the same location. Hence, for each component $PTC_i = \{n_i \in CC_i|n_i \in CC_j$ with $n_i = n_j, i, j \in \{1, \ldots, r\}\}$ is the set of co-modal transfer points.

We remark that the weight of an arc in the transfer graph corresponds to the cost of the path between two nodes, just as
in the co-modal graph, since the transfer graph is a deduction of the co-modal graph (same nodes and same edges linking these nodes). The cost of an edge integrates c criteria: cost, time, and emissions. These will be aggregated through the optimization phase.

Summing up, the transfer graph represents the distributed nature of transportation. It allows separating all transportation modes in the network, obtaining different so-called uni-modal or uni-service networks: so, each component or uni-modal network is independent and can be easily changed or updated without requiring any further recalculation [43]. Figure 11 shows an example of transfer graph obtained from the co-modal graph in Fig. 10, with five transportation services, three components (public transport, vehicle pooling, vehicle sharing) and two co-modal transfer points (D, E).

As recalled earlier, an intra-component path of a component \( CC_1 = (N_i, E_i, T S_i, P T C_i) \) can be one of the following types [21]:

- \( RC_{i,d_k,a_k} \) is the shortest path which starts at source vertex \( d_k \) and ends at target vertex \( a_k \) within \( CC_i \);
- \( RC_{i,d_k,PTC_j} \) is the shortest path starting at source vertex \( d_k \) and ends at a co-modal transfer point \( PTC_j \) within \( CC_i \);
- \( RC_{i,PTC_i,PTC_j} \) is the shortest path which starts at any co-modal transfer point \( PTC_i \) and ends at a co-modal transfer point \( PTC_j \) within \( CC_1 \);
- \( RC_{i,PTC_j,a_k} \) is the shortest path starting at any co-modal transfer point \( PTC_j \) and ending at target vertex \( a_k \) within \( CC_i \).

The transfer graph \( G_T = (CC, TR) \) can thus be solved by computing all the different intra-component paths of the four types listed above. The computation of these paths is made using the DSRA [43]. In this paper, we use a variant of this algorithm: we execute the DSRA in parallel, for each uni-service network: we make a clone of the SA for each component of the transfer graph; each clone executes an instance of the DSRA referred to one single component.

Then, the clones send the results to SA that builds the Shortest Path Transfer Graph (SPTG). Given a transfer graph \( G_T = (CC, TR) \), we define SPTG a graph \( G_{SPT} = (N_{SPT}, E_{SPT}) \), where \( E_{SPT} = \bigcup RC_{i,d_k,a_k} \bigcup RC_{i,d_k,PTC_j} \bigcup RC_{i,d_k,PTC_i} \bigcup RC_{i,PTC_j,PTC_i} \bigcup RC_{i,PTC_j,a_k} \forall CC_1 \in CC, N_{SPT} = \{n|3e \in N^+(n), e \in E_{SPT} \lor e \in N^-(n), e \in E_{SPT}\}.

For the sake of brevity, we avoid reporting the complete DSRA algorithm, which may be found in full detail in [21].

C. The Subroutes Coalition Into Routes

After the GA is executed and terminated by a RA, coalitions are built. A coalition is an ordered succession of RAs.

The solutions to the users’ requests can be obtained by the communication of RAs; each RA represents a piece of the whole path that is crossable with at least one transportation mean. Each RA communicates with its neighbor agents to achieve the coalitions. With these alliances, we want to obtain every possible combination of subroutes; among these combinations we search for the best solution.

Every RA has two lists: the neighbor receivers list, with the names of the RAs that have an arrival point equal to the RA’s departure point; the neighbor senders list, with the names of the RAs that have a departure point equal to the RA’s arrival point.

A RA can have two particular roles: if its departure flag is active, the RA is called initiator agent and it starts the coalition; if its arrival flag is active, the RA is called terminator agent and when the building of the coalitions is finished, it sends the results to OA.

Independently by their classification, every RA performs the following steps (because it is possible that these agents are not initiator or terminator for other requests):

While (neighbor receivers not empty and time not expired):

1) Receive a message;
2) Verify if sender wants to be deleted: if it is verified, delete sender from the neighbor receivers;
3) Verify if message is valid: if it is valid, send a message to each other neighbor sender agents; if neighbor receivers list is empty, communicate to the agents of neighbor senders list that RA wants to be deleted.

Only the initiator agents can start the coalition; these agents insert in the message of coalition their names and their users which have a departure point of their request equal to the departure point of the subroute. A RA participates in the alliance if and only if it receives a message; this message can be sent by an initiator agent or by an agent that has received the starting message by an initiator agent. When a RA receives a message, before it is accepted, it controls two conditions that have both to be valid: its arrival point is not already in the coalition; it has at least a valid user for this coalition.

When a RA sends a message, if its neighbor receivers list is empty, the RA sets a parameter of the message. When the agents receive this message with the parameter set, they delete
TABLE I

COMPARISON OF THE TSP WITH THE CO-MODAL TRANSPORT PROBLEM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)</th>
<th>Co-modal transport problem (for a single transport request)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
<td>Traveler’s passing cities.</td>
<td>Correspondence nodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraint</td>
<td>Each city must be visited exactly once by only one traveler.</td>
<td>Each vehicle in its itinerary, must visit only once each correspondence node, respecting delays.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objective function</td>
<td>Find the optimized tour: the shortest path connecting all cities.</td>
<td>User satisfaction; providing a co-modal route optimized according to the preferences and requirements of the user.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the sender of the message from their neighbor receivers list. An agent finishes the building process when the neighbor receivers list is empty or the execution time is expired; this time is editable. When a terminator agent finishes this behavior, it sends its list of the solutions to the OA. When all the terminators finish the construction of the solutions, the OA starts the computation of the best solution for each request.

D. The ATIS Scalability

The proposed ATIS approach is scalable thanks to the dynamicity of the agents’ creations. Indeed, the SA creates and destroys dynamically the RAs according to the users’ requests. After the creation, the SA assigns to each RA a subroute to optimize it locally. Each RA uses a GA to choose the best means of transport that will be used to serve locally this route for each user. Hence, each RA handles an initial population with a reasonable number of chromosomes to accelerate the convergence. In addition, all the RAs work in parallel to find locally their optimal routes respectively and collaborate with the other RAs forming coalitions in order to build the optimal global route for each request.

E. The ATIS Complexity and Convergence

According to the described formulation, the ATIS receives a set of simultaneous requests. To treat them, the ATIS receives information from different transport operators of different transport services. All these responses form a co-modal graph representing the map of the routes of different transport services. A co-modal graph is dense and contains a lot of nodes, whether connecting nodes for transit, appointments nodes for carpooling or nodes representing vehicle stations self-service. In the literature, this problem is similar to the well-known Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). In this context, we propose a comparative study of the optimization problem of a co-modal transport system and the TSP (Table I). In short, given a co-modal graph $G$ with $n$ correspondence nodes, a number of $(n−1)!/2$ itineraries is possible. If we consider that the time itinerary evaluation has a complexity $O(n)$, we obtain a total time complexity of $O(n!)$: for 6 nodes, we have 72 possibilities, for 10 nodes, 3628800 possibilities.

According to this analogy, the TSP is similar to one instance of our co-modal transport problem (a single user request). However, this comparison takes into account a single user request at time $t$. Instead, in our co-modal transport ATIS, we can receive at time $t$ a set of simultaneous requests. This increases considerably the complexity of the problem in comparison with the TSP problem. We conclude that the ATIS transport co-modal problem is a highly combinatorial optimization problem.

To counteract for this complexity, which increases proportionally with the transportation network size, the architecture of ATIS is based on a collaborative optimization, using the alliance between the meta-heuristics and the multi-agent systems. This alliance is an original approach, integrating GAs with autonomous and intelligent agents. These entities work together in a parallel and distributed manner through interaction protocols, by forming intelligent coalitions in order to solve co-modal itineraries problems.

The main difficulty in the use of multi-agent systems is to control the behavior and the evolution of the overall system consisting of autonomous agents: for a given problem, it is not assured that all agents converge to a single common solution. Hence, the proposed ATIS has a distributed architecture consisting of several route agents, which cooperate and interact through an exchange of messages, according to a decentralized approach to build a local route within each agent, so as to converge at best towards a global solution that meets the requirements adopted collectively (global itineraries). In fact, in a society of agents, initially each agent behaves according to an initial strategy, but with passing time, global phenomena emerge that most agents tend to follow, thus converging towards a behavioral strategy called collective synchronization (see the discussions in [14] and [41]).

V. THE CASE STUDY

The ATIS is developed on the JADE platform in the Java agent framework [5]: JADE is a middleware allowing a flexible implementation of multi-agent systems and offering efficient agent communication. Moreover, the ATIS is implemented based on the real road network using Google Maps and its geolocation application programming interface. The user path, composed by several subroutes, is printed on a static Google map [15]. Using Google Maps, travel distances and times are obtained for origins and destinations.

The ATIS is tested for the Lille area (France, Fig. 12) by an extra-urban and urban scenario for $n=3$ transportation services: $TS1=public transportation; TS2=vehicle sharing; TS3=private vehicles (car pooling)$. Operators are: $TO1TS1=Transpole$ [38], with subway lines 1, 2 and urban buses 43, 44; $TO2TS1=S.N.C.F.$ [36] with trains Ter1, Ter2 and Ter3; $TO3TS1=B.C.D.$ Ligne [26] with buses running between Boulon-Calais-Dunkerque; $TO1TS2=Lilas$ [27] with car sharing; $TO2TS2=V’Lille$ [4] with bike sharing; $TO1TS3=carpooling$. We consider a [6:00-10:00] a.m. window of a weekday. Weights $w_k$ are assigned so that the most important criterion has a 0.6 weight.
the second 0.3, and the third 0.1. We report average gas emissions [31], costs, and speeds of the transportation means in Table II. For private cars, extra-urban buses and urban buses, parameters regard the average emissions per vehicle: an average number of passengers respectively of 3, 20, 20 is considered and calculate the average emission per person by the distance.

A. Scenario 1

The first scenario regards requests (extended from [12]):
- \text{\textit{i1}: Boulogne-Port de Lille \{6:00-9:15\}};
- \text{\textit{i2}: Calais-Port de Lille \{6:30-9:15\}};
- \text{\textit{i3}: Port de Lille-Pont de Bois \{8:55-9:20\}};
- \text{\textit{i4}: Gambetta-Triolo \{7:10-7:50\}}.

Users’ ordered preferences are: \textit{i1}, \textit{i2}: extra-urban bus, subway, train, private car, \textit{i3}, \textit{i4}: subway, private car. We consider a first optimization test with the ordered list: travel time, travel cost, gas emissions for all users. In the second optimization test we change the ordered preference list: gas emissions, travel cost, travel time.

Table III shows the ATIS results that are obtained in less than 3 minutes for both tests running on a Personal Computer and that we detail in the sequel.

The first optimization test results are (see Figs. 13 and 14):
- \text{\textit{i1}: \{6:15-7:35\}, extra-urban bus; 1-2, Dunkerque-Port de Lille, \{8:..-8:5.\}, private car;}
- \text{\textit{i2: \{6:50-7:35\}, extra-urban bus; 1-2, Dunkerque-Port de Lille, \{8:00-8:50\}, private car;}
- \text{\textit{i3: \{9:00-9:15\}, private car;}
- \text{\textit{i4: \{7:10-7:24\}, Gambea-Triolo, \{7:10-7:24\}, subway line 1.}

Hence, since \textit{i1} and \textit{i2} share the same destination and have similar arrival times, the ATIS proposes them to increase
TABLE II
TRANSPORTATION MEANS PARAMETERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transportation means</th>
<th>Average emissions [gCO₂/km]</th>
<th>Average costs [€/km]</th>
<th>Average speeds [km/h]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Extra-urban bus</td>
<td>13.74</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Train</td>
<td>16.30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public car</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private car</td>
<td>23.30</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban bus</td>
<td>22.34</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subway</td>
<td>1.60</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bike</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III
ATIS RESULTS TO ITINERARY REQUESTS IN EXTRA-URBAN SCENARIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests</th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost [€]</td>
<td>Time ['']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request i₁</td>
<td>15.76</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request i₂</td>
<td>8.92</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request i₃</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request i₄</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

co-modality to reach by buses a common point and then share a private car (see Fig. 13). Moreover, the routes of i₃ and i₄ in the first optimization are independent (see Fig. 14).

The second test results are (see Figs. 14 and 15):

i₁: 0-1, Boulogne-Dunkerque, [6:15-7:35], extra-urban bus; 1-2, Dunkerque-Gare Lille Europe, [8:21-8:55], train Ter1; 2-3, Gare Lille Europe-Port de Lille, [8:55-9:05] subway line 2;

Fig. 13. The paths of i₁ (0-1-2-3) and i₂ (4-1-2-3) under test 2, scenario 1.

i₁: 4-1, Calais-Dunkerque, [6:50-7:30], extra-urban bus; 1-2, Dunkerque-Gare Lille Europe, [8:21-8:55], train Ter1; 2-3, Gare Lille Europe-Port de Lille, [8:55-9:05] subway line 2;

i₂: 0-1, Port de Lille-Pont de Bois, [9:00-9:15], private car; i₄: 2-3, Gambetta-Triolo, [7:10-7:24], subway line 1.

Fig. 14. The paths of i₃ (0-1) and i₄ (2-3) under tests 1 and 2, scenario 1.

Hence, in this case the ATIS proposes the first two users to use public transportation with three sub-routes with respect to the first optimization in which each path of the two users have two sub-routes shared with the other passenger (see Fig. 15). The last two users’ routes are unchanged from the first test.

We enlighten the following issues. First, with the change of the criteria preferences, some solutions change: in the first test, minimization of travel time is more important than the environmental criterion; accordingly, the first and the second solutions share a private car; in the second test the most important criterion is emissions, hence, the ATIS suggests using the alternative solution resulting in a higher travel time: train and subway. Second, the change of solutions mainly regards multimodal paths that have more possibilities to adapt the itinerary to the user’s preferences. Third, several solutions share at least one transportation means.

B. Scenario 2

The second scenario regards urban requests:

i₅: Port de Lille-Hellemmes [8:50-10:00];

i₆: Rihour-Fives [7:30-8:20];

i₇: Cormontaigne-Gambetta [7:00-8:00];

i₈: Pont de Bois-Mairie de Mons [7:00-9:00].

We consider the same criteria for each request in the order: travel time, travel cost, gas emissions. We execute two tests changing transportation means preference (the same for all users): for the first test, public services, namely, subway and urban buses, are selected. In the second test an interruption of public transport is considered, with bike and private cars only.

Table IV shows the results. The computational times are comparable to those obtained for the previous scenario.

The first optimization test results are (see Figs. 16 and 17):

i₅: 0-1, Port de Lille-Gare Lille Flandres, [8:51-9:00], subway line 2; 1-2, Gare Lille Flandres-Hellemmes, [9:00-9:06], subway line 1;

i₆: 3-4, Rihour-Fives, [7:30-7:34], subway line 2;

i₇: 0-1, Cormontaigne-Gare Lille Flandres, [7:04-7:12], subway line 2; 1-2, Gare Lille Flandres-Gambetta, [7:12-7:15], subway line 1;
TABLE IV
ATIS RESULTS TO ITINERARY REQUESTS IN URBAN SCENARIO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requests</th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cost [€]</td>
<td>Time ['']</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request i₅</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request i₆</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request i₇</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Request i₈</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 16. The paths of i₅ (0-1-2) and i₆ (3-4) under test 1, scenario 2.

Fig. 17. The paths of i₇ (0-1-2) and i₈ (3-4-5) under test 1, scenario 2.

Fig. 18. The paths of i₅ (0-1-2) and i₆ (3-4) under test 2, scenario 2.

Fig. 19. The paths of i₇ (0-1-2) and i₈ (3-4-5) under test 2, scenario 2.

i₅: 3-4, Pont de Bois-Hellemes, [7:01-7:04], subway line 1; 4-5, Hellemmes-Mairie de Mons, [7:05-7:12], bus 44.

The second test results are (see Figs. 18 and 19):

i₅: 0-1, Port de Lille-Cormontaigne, [8:00-8:54], bike; 1-2, Cormontaigne-Hellemmes, [8:54-9:10], public car;
i₆: 3-4, Rihour-Fives, [7:37-7:37], public car.
i₇: 0-1, Cormontaigne-Wazemmes, [7:00-7:03], public car; 1-2, Wazemmes-Gambetta, [7:03-7:04], bike;
i₈: 3-4, Pont de Bois-Mairie de Mons [7:00-7:06], public car.

Summing up, in the first test only the public transport component is used and the ATIS chooses subway and urban buses, providing a multimodal solution for the fourth request. In the second test, instead, public transport is avoided since it is not available and other means of transport answer demands.

C. Discussion: Advantages and Limitations of the ATIS

We now comment on the co-modality setting of our ATIS. We remark that the ATIS provides itineraries’ suggestions to users based on their own (eventually different) preferences but considering a system view, i.e., running an optimization on all the different requests collected in the considered instance. In fact, in principle some request may just consider cost or time minimization (thus, a selfish optimization) while making use of a co-modal optimization, allowing for instance the use of a private service such as car pooling together with the use of a public service such as for instance the subway, leads to a service penetration that single service use do not allow.

In addition, we remark that the current implementation of the ATIS is made on a Personal Computer, leading to results to the reported scenarios in less than 3 minutes. However, we remark that implementing the ATIS on a dedicated server prototype where the agents’ decisions may be parallelized, deploying the distributed characteristics of multi-agent systems, these computational times may be consistently reduced. Preliminary experiments that we do not report for the sake of brevity have shown that computational times decrease to some tens of seconds.

Moreover, we comment on the ATIS scalability. To respond to simultaneous requests, the ATIS creates a coalition of agents. These agents, which are autonomous and intelligent, cooperate to respond as quickly as possible to requests. If further requests arrive and the created coalition has already finished the treatment of previous requests, it proceeds to handle these new requests. Otherwise, if the current coalition of agents is undergoing, a new coalition of agents is created to process new requests and so on. If an already formed coalition of agents is inactive for a specified time, then it is destroyed. If the ATIS does not receive any request or if all requests were already processed, then all agents’ coalitions are destroyed and the ATIS system is reduced to a “watchdog” agent that waits...
for the arrival of new requests. This concept ensures the vitality and scalability of the ATIS and allows handling a large number of requests without saturating the system, because the ATIS creates and destroys agents as needed.

In addition, to measure the impact on the ATIS of the number of requests and services, we make some further tests. We vary the requests and the number of services and we compare the variation of the number of nodes, co-modal transport points and edges, shown in Fig. 20. We remark from Fig. 20 that, in case of one transportation service, the number of co-modal transfer points is null. We also note that the number of edges increases in the case of including three transportation services. In addition, we remark some steadiness of the curves due to the similarity between the different requests. In fact, when the departure and arrival points are similar or geographically close, we obtain the same routes and so the same edges. Finally, we remark that there are some limits to the development and the use of the ATIS. Obstacles to overcome are economical and organizational. The ATIS must provide solutions taking into account the mobile telecommunication infrastructure and the independence of vehicles. In addition, the ATIS is based on a distributed architecture. So, transport operators have to share their databases in order to propose their services through ATIS.

However, nowadays, some operators are reticent and are not yet prepared to share their data within the same information system because of legal and political reasons. These limitations may prevent the massive use of an ATIS as consumer software. Moreover, the transport data updating in case of disturbances depends on the information providers’ reactivity, in order to make available relevant and useful information to the ATIS. So, the data update can be considered as another limit of the ATIS because it assumes data are reliable.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS

We propose a novel Advanced Traveler Information System (ATIS) for co-modal passengers’ transportation based on a multi-agent system architecture to answer multi-criteria user requests. The multi-agent systems framework is selected due to its distributed feature that allows decomposing the trip planning problem into multiple simpler tasks. The presented ATIS can satisfy multiple requests with multiple conflicting criteria. We show that if a user changes its criteria preference, the itinerary may change and that this is accentuated for multi-modal paths. Moreover, we show that the ATIS is able to propose solutions even when not all transportation means are available, for instance in case of strikes.

Numerous prospects exist for future research. They may regard using geographical coordinates to define the transportation network, adding some features to allow users change or personalize their path in real time, and minimizing the number of determined subroutes and hence of route combinations to speed up the ATIS. Moreover, including the proposed planning tool in a real time decision support system may be considered for devising an ATIS for real-time trip planning allowing for traffic guidance and reduction. In addition, we are working on implementing a reward system in our ATIS for incentivizing users choose more sustainable solutions. Further, we would like to integrate within the ATIS several alternative optimization algorithms from which the system may choose dynamically the best algorithm according to the transport problem complexity. Moreover, the ATIS may use responsive user interfaces in order to adapt the information representation, according to the user adopted device. Last but not least, we shall implement the ATIS on a dedicated server prototype to parallelize agents’ decisions and reduce computational times, as already confirmed by some preliminary experiments.

APPENDIX

The following notation is used throughout the paper.  
\( i \): transportation service index;  
\( j \): transportation operator index;  
\( y \): transportation means index;  
\( TS_i \): transportation service;  
\( TO_{ij} \): transportation operator for \( i \)-th service;  
\( TM_{ijy} \): transportation means of \( j \)-th operator of \( i \)-th service;  
\( TS \): set of \( n \) available transportation services;  
\( TM \): set of all transportation means;
c_i: performance criterion; 
C: set of c criteria; 
C_{uk} w_{k}: weight associated with γ-th criterion for k-th user; 
W: weight matrix; 
i_k = (d_k, a_k, W_k, V_k, C_k): itinerary request; 
k: user index; 
I: set of K itinerary requests; 
d_k: departure point; 
a_k: arrival point; 
W_k = (t_{dk}, t_{ak}): time window; 
t_{dk}: minimum allowed departure time by user k from d_k; 
t_{ak}: maximum allowed arrival time by user k to a_k; 
V_k: list of transportation means allowed by user k; 
C_k: criteria ordered list for user k; 
S_k: route solution path of user k; 
S: set of route solution paths to K requests; 
R_{k}: set of all the possible routes answering request k; 
P_k: number of all the possible routes answering request k; 
R_{k,p}: subroutes combination that can serve the k-th request; 
R_g = (d_g, a_g, W_g, u_g, V_g): subroute; 
g: subroute index; 
D(d_g,a_g) distance between starting and end points of subroute; 
T(d_g,a_g) travel time of subroute; 
X: number of all possible subroutes concerned by all requests; 
Λ: set of ordered couples with lists of users and vehicles sharing the same departure point and arrival point and allowing the same transportation operator; 
u_g: list of users that can use a subroute g; 
V_g: list of vehicles that can provide the trip for subroute R_g; 
V_{h,R_g}^h-h-th vehicle of V_h serving route R_g; 
V_{m}(V_{h,R_g}) average speed of vehicle V_{h,R_g} travelling along route R_g; 
C_{km} cost of a one Kilometer route; 
F_{c}(V_{h,R_g}) vehicle emission factor per Km; 
C_{γ,k,v,R_g}^γ-th cost criterion for k-th user regarding h-th vehicle of V_g serving subroute R_g; 
fitness_{k}: fitness of k-th user; 
CH(h,k): chromosome assignment for k-th user and h-th vehicle; 
CH: chromosome matrix; 
G_A = (N_A, E_A): adjacency graph; 
G(N,E)N_A: set of nodes of adjacency graph; 
E_A: set of edges of adjacency graph; 
G_C = (N, E, TS): co-modal graph; 
N set of vertices of co-modal graph; 
E set of edges of co-modal graph; 
e_i = (n_{p}, n_{q}, TS): edge of E; 
Dei: weight of edge e_i; 
G_T = (CC,TR) transfer graph; 
CC_i: component of transfer graph; 
CC: set of uni-service components; 
TR: set of virtual edges which interconnect components; 
PTC_i: co-modal transfer point; 
RC_{i,d_k,a_k}^{PTC_i}: shortest path from d_k to a_k in CC_i; 
RC_{i,d_k,PTC_i}: shortest path from d_k to PTC_i in CC_i; 
G_SPT = (N_{SPT}, E_{SPT}): shortest path transfer graph.
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